
     Aparichitudu-Substance, Style and Structure -an analysis            -by Madhav Yerella  ³ÂŸÂ§Á›Ï�Â ¥ÁþÁÏ úÁžÃ©Ê reviews ¬ÃþÃ¥Á Â £Â�ÁÅÏžÍ ¨ÊžÍ, úÁÆ™ÌúÌÖ ¨ÊžÍ, ¢Á¨ÂþÂ ¦Á Â�ÁÛ§÷  £Â�Â úÊªÂ™Í ¨ÊžÍ- §Â³Âà§ÁÅ. ¥ÁþÁ¨Í úÂ¨Â ¥ÁÏžÃ already review úÁžÁ©Á™ÁÏ, �ÌÏœÁ ¥ÁÏžÃ ˆ�ÁÏ�Â ¬ÃþÃ¥Á Â úÁÆ™Á™ÁÏ ü§Ã�Ã „ÏýÅÏžÃ. �ÌÏœÁ ¥ÁÏžÃ ¬Á¥Ä¯Á�ÁÅ¨Å ƒ ¬ÃþÃ¥Á ÂþÃ ��ÂªÂþÃ�Ã ‡œÉà¦Áê�Â,¥Á§Ã �ÌÏœÁ ¥ÁÏžÃ ªÁÏ�Á§÷ prestige �Ã ¤ÁÏ�ÁÏ �Á¨Ã�ÃÏúÊ¨Â „ÏžÁþÃ §Â³Â§ÁÅ - ©ÂýÃ¨Í �ÌþÃä ¥ÁþÁÏ úÁžÃ©ÂÏ.  ƒ ¬ÃþÃ¥Á Â�ÁÅ ¥Á§Í review ‚©Áí™ÁÏ þÂ writing „žÊâªÁêÏ �ÂžÁÅ. Film ¨Í Scenic design, €ÏýÊ ˆ Scene ‡�ÁÑ™Á ‡ÏœÁ „Ï™Â¨Ã €þÊžÃ ¬Á§Ã�ÂÓ ¨ÊžÁþÃ þÂ €¤Ã±Âë¦ÁÏ.Š�Á ªÁÏ�Á§÷  fan �Â �Â�ÁÅÏ™Â, Š�Á honest and objective analysis ‚©Áí™ÂþÃ�Ã ¡Áë¦ÁœÁäÏ úÊ³ÂàþÁÅ. Shankar is the story writer for this film,as with all his films,he conceives the whole idea and visuals and then makes the film. Here, I would try to give an alternative to, what I think, went wrong in the film.  a)©Á¬ÁÅà©Áô: úÉ¡ÁåžÁ¨ÅúÁÅ�ÁÅþÁä ©Ã«Á¦ÁÏ,�ÁŸÁ�ÁÅ ¥ÁÅ™Ã ¬Á§ÁÅ�ÁÅ, content/substance/essence/core/crux:   Š�Á §Ã©Áõê¨Í ÿÄ§Í úÃþÁä œÁ¡Áôå¨�Ã ¡ÉžÁâ ªÃ¯Á ©ÃŸÃÏúÁ™ÁÏ €ÏœÁ convincing �Â ¨ÊžÁþÃ §Â³Â§ÁÅ. €žÃ ‡ÏœÁ ©Á§Á�ÁÅ �Á§Á�ÍÛ úÁÆžÂâÏ.  Shankar œÂþÁÅ asia ¨Í �ÌþÃä žÊªÂ¨�ÁÅ ©É®ÃòþÁ¡Áô™ÁÅ, especially south east asian countries �ÁÅ, €�ÁÑ™Á development œÁþÁ�ÁÅ ¥ÁþÁ³Âá¡ÁÏ �Á¨Ã�ÃÏúÁ�Â, žÂþÃ¨ÍÏúÃ ƒ ©Á¬ÁÅà©Áô ¡ÁôýÃÛÏžÁþÃ úÉ±Âå™ÁÅ.   ‡¡Áôå™ÁÅ �ÁÆ™Â, ˆ medium ¨Í €¦þÂ, ©Á¬ÁÅà©Áô €þÊžÃ, œÂþÁÅ úÁÆ¬ÁÅàþÁä ¨ÊžÂ €þÁÅ¤Á©Ã¬ÁÅàþÁä ©ÂœÂ©Á§Á›Ï ¨Í þÁÅÏ™Ã ©ÁúÃÖþÁýì¦œÊ, � ©Á¬ÁÅà©Áô�Ã ±ÂëŸÂþÁêœÁ �ÂþÄ �ÁÅ§ÃàÏ¡Áô �ÂþÄ ‡�ÁÅÑ©Á ©ÁôÏýÅÏžÃ.‚¨ÂÏýÃ ©Á¬ÁÅà©ÁôþÃ ‚ÏœÁ©Á§Á�ÁÅ ‡©Á§ÁÆ touch  úÊ¦Á¨ÊžÁÅ. That's why he is Shankar.   premise: ¥ÁþÁÏ,indians, úÊ¬ÁÅàþÁä þÃ§Áì¯Áê¡Áô ¡ÁþÁÅ¨ ©Á¨ì countryÁ ¡Áë�ÁœÃ �ÁÅÏýÅ ¡Á™ÃÏžÃ,¥ÁþÁ �¨ÍúÁþÂ ¬Á§Á®ÃþÃ œÁ¯Á›¥Ê ¥Á Â§ÁÅÖ�Í©Â¨Ã.   Theme: Indian city chennai ¨Í §Â¥Á ÂþÁÅüÏ €þÁ£™Ê ¬ÁÏ¡ÁëžÂ¦Á �ÁÅÏýÅÏ£Ï¨ÍÁ ¨Â¦Á§÷ , city ¨Í ü§ÁÅ�ÁÅœÁÅþÁä §Á�Á §Á�Â¨ þÃ§Áì¯Áê, €ªÁÅŸÁã, úÁýÂÛœÃ�Áë¥Á¡Áô ¡ÁþÁÅ¨�ÁÅ ¥ÁþÍ©ÊžÁþÁ úÉÏžÁ�Â,€¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÁÅ �Á§ÁÅ™Á ¡Áô§Â› ±Âë¥Á Â›Ã�Á�Â ªÃ¯Á¨Å €¥Á¨Å ¡Á§ÁÅ¬ÁÅàÏ™Á�Â, §Â¥Á ÂþÁÅüÏ þÁ¬Á ,¥Á§Ä ¥ÁÅŽêÏ�Â ,œÁþÁ ‚¨Åì registration ©Ã«Á¦ÁÏ¨Í ‡�ÁÅÑ©Á ™Á£Åç¨Å Ž§ÁÅÖ ¡ÉýÃÛÏúÁ£Í�Â, þÁÏžÃþÃ €œÁþÃ�Ã žÁÆ§Á¥Á©Á�Â, §Ê¥ÉÂ €þÊ modern boy þÁÏžÃþÃ�Ã žÁ�ÁÓ§Á©ÁôœÂ™ÁÅ,¥ÁÅ�ÁÅÓ§ÁÆ Š�Á§ÊþÁþÃ œÉ¨Ã¦Á™ÁÏœÌýÊ,€¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÁÅ œÁþÁÅ úÊ¬ÁÅàþÁä ÿÁœÁê¨ ©ÉþÁÅ�Á „þÁä ³Â¥Á ÂüÃ�Á ¬ÁÅåëÿÁþÃ ©Ã©Á§Ã³Âà™ÁÅ.   ©Á¬ÁÅà©Áô¨Í Š�Á úÃþÁä ±Âë£ìÏ „ÏžÃ. ˆ ¬ÃþÃ¥Á Â €¦þÂ analyse úÉ¦Á Âê¨þÁÅ�ÁÅþÁä¡Áôå™ÁÅ first €™Á�Â¨ÃðþÁ question what's the hinge or pivot or fulcrum point around which the entire story revolves. 



What's the problem in Shakespeare's master piece "Romeo and Juliet"?. £ÄžÂ �Ì±Âå œÊ™Â(family fueds indirectly). Romeo Juliet �Á¨©Á�ÁÅÏ™Â Š�Á ²Í§÷ð  �¡ÁôœÁÅÏžÃ. €žÊ  rich poor difference. This is the pivot around which the story is built. There is some story before they realize their love can not sustain(say first half-they fall in love), and there is some story before they decide to die together. One of the main aspects in any story is the hinge point which should not only be logical but should be identified and moved by it. So the 3 key aspects to any problem in a story, would then, be: it should be logical, should be identifiable, and the receiving person or persons   should be moved by it. Let's apply this to AparichituDu.  ¥ÁþÁ žÊªÁÏ ©ÉþÁ�Á ¡Á™Ã „ÏžÃ €þÊžÃ ‚�ÁÑ™Á ³ÍÛ§Ä ±Âë£ìÏ ¨ÊžÂ pivoT. Let's ask 2 questions, then,on this pivot point.1)žÊªÁÏ ˆÏžÁÅ�ÁÅ ©ÉþÁ�Á ¡Á™Ã ©ÁôÏžÃ? žÄþÃ�Ã ¬Á¥Á ÂŸÂþÁÏ §Â¥Á ÂþÁÅüÏ ±ÌžÁÅâþÁ ¨ÊúÃ ³Â¦ÁÏœÁëÏ žÂ�Â úÁÆ¬Ê ¬ÁÏ÷ÁýþÁ¨Å („¥Ãé …¦Á™ÁÏ, inferior quality product in the form of broken clutch) -we have story beginning. 2)¬Á§Ê ©ÉþÁ�Á£™ÃœÊ ˆ¥Ã úÊ¦Á Â¨Ã?  we have the rest of the story where Aparichitudu punishes wrong doers and creates awareness.  Let's look closely at the problem. India ©ÉþÁ�Á ¡Á™Ã „ÏžÃ. This is the assertion shankar made in the film.  This is the pivot around which everything will rotate. Demonstrate the assertion. Everytime an assertion is made but without adequate reasoning, it lacks conviction. It defies logic untill proven. How does Shankar proves this:  1) On his way to office, Ramanujam is spit on face(no sense of sanity)-good starting as a  preparatory phase  2) People driving on wrong side/s(no traffic sense)  3) Ramanujam's clutch is broken (a direct result of inferior product making)  4) Rent issue (tyranny) 5) Preparing contaminated and unhealhy food (no concern for fellow citizens) 6) Nandini trying to register a house by undervaluing it to take adavantage of registration  fee (Depriving the government of an income due to it-in otherwords illegal act).  7) Unclean toilets and food in Indian Railways(no sense of sanity)  8) A typical day of a drunkard shown in climax (Indians are lazy,only interested in bodily  pleasures)  9) In Ramanujam's childhood, his sister is a victim of electric shock,a life altering  experience which is a direct result of negligence,indifference and no respect for one's  duties(The pathetic attitude of Indians who take everything lightly).  Now,let's return to premise. premise: ¥ÁþÁÏ, indians úÊ¬ÁÅàþÁä þÃ§Áì¯Áê¡Áô ¡ÁþÁÅ¨ ©Á¨ì žÊªÁ ¡Áë�ÁœÃ �ÁÅÏýÅ ¡Á™ÃÏžÃ,¥ÁþÁ �¨ÍúÁþÂ ¬Á§Á®ÃþÃ œÁ¯Á›¥Ê ¥Á Â§ÁÅÖ�Í©Â¨Ã. ‚ÏžÁÅ¨Í ‚¡Áôå™ÁÅ ¥ÁþÁÏ 'þÃ§Áì¯Áê¡Áô ¡ÁþÁÅ¨ ©Á¨ì žÊªÁ ¡Áë�ÁœÃ �ÁÅÏýÅ ¡Á™ÃÏžÄ 



€þÊ ©Ã«Á¦ÁÏ �ÁÅ§ÃÏúÃ ¥Á ÂýÂì™ÁÅœÁÅþÂäÏ.¥ÁþÁ �¨ÍúÁþÁ, �úÁ§Á› ¥Á Â§ÁÆÖ�Í©Â¨Ã €þÃ €¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÁÅ úÉ±Âå¨ÏýÊ žÊªÁÏ ©ÉþÁ�Á¡Á™ÃÏžÁþÃ þÃ§ÁÆ¡ÃÏúÂ¨Ã. €ÏýÊ žÊªÁ ¡Áë�ÁœÃ�Ã €™ÁÅÝ ¥ÁþÁ þÃ§Áì¯Áê¡Áô ¡ÁþÁÅ¨Å �Â§Á›Ï €þÃ explicit/concrete �Â úÉ±Âå¨Ã. ¥ÁÅÏžÁÅ úÉ¡ÃåþÁ 9 incidents úÂ¨Â �Ì¡Áå�Â „þÂä¦, �ÂþÄ Shankar ƒ   reasons Country progress �Ã €™ÁÝÏ €þÃ úÉ¡Áå™ÁÏ¨Í fail €¦Á Âê™ÁÅ.  Let's look at the incidents again.   1) What if someone spits on your face-It's plain simple that it doesn't need any more dramatisation, as we are living in a civlized society and not in a jungle. Let's probe the incident deeper by taking an exaggerated route here: what if someone spits on Ramanujam's face and it results in  some kind of swelling on his face, due to the virus ridden saliva the person was carrying - what if Ramanujam goes to see a doctor and amputation of the swelling (face) is prescribed - what if the doctor uses unclean scissors and introduces another problem - what if the virus turns out to be contagious and Ramanujam is house arrested, which will hamper his bread earning activities(his job-lawer)-The point is spitting on the face should translate to something like 'lawer being deprived of performing his duty due to hospitalization and aftermath'. In shankar's scene, Ramanujam wipes away the saliva and moves on.  2) No traffic sense-what if someone doesn't drive according to the rules laid out - The rule breaker in a comic way tells Ramanujam that it will take him the whole day to get to office, if he were to follow rules - Let's alter this: Make this person a direct cause of an accident that's going to happen on this road ahead, moments later.   3) Ramanujam's clutch is broken-what happens then? He goes to Auto parts shop, complains, and threatens that he will write to the manufacturer. Then what? it triggers 3 incidents a) Manufacturer gets the goons to bash Ramanujam b) Ramanujam in the form of Aparichitudu retalites by beating the goons to black and blue c) Aparichitudu punishes manufacturer with �Ãë¥Ã¤ÍüþÁÏ. Idlebrain review ¨Í úÃþÁä œÁ¡Áôå¨�ÁÅ ¡ÉžÁâ ªÃ¯Á? €þÂä§ÁÅ. Excellent point. ƒ úÃþÁä œÁ¡ÁôåþÃ ¡ÉžÁâ œÁ¡Áôå�Â ¥Á Â§ÁÅžÂâÏ.   What if the broken part happens to be a brake, instead of a clutch - what if the vehicle happens to be a bus instead of a moped - what if the bus happens to be a school bus instead of an ordinary bus - what if the wrong side driver at point number 2 comes in front of the house all of a sudden - what if the bus driver tries to save the children but the brake fails. ‚�ÁÑ™Á �ÁÆ™Â œÁ¡Áôå�Ã �Â§Á›Â¨Å §ÉÏ™Ê; wrong driving, inferior product,  �ÂþÄ œÁ¡Áôå ¬ÊÑ¨÷  ¡É§Ã�ÃÏžÃ. climax ¨Í €¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÃþÃ ‚žÊ ¡ÁëªÁä ©Ê³Âà§ÁÅ - ‚ÏœÁ úÃþÁä œÁ¡Áôå¨�Ã €ÏœÁ ¡ÉžÁâ ªÃ̄ Â €þÃ. €¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÁÅ žÂþÃ�Ã 'úÃþÁä œÁ¡Êå �ÁžÂ €þÃ ©ÁÏžÁ ³Â§ÁÅì úÊ¬Êà €žÃ ¡ÉžÁâ œÁ¡Áôå €©ÁôœÁÅÏžÃ €ÏýÂ™ÁÅ '. In one dialogue shankar tried to convince that he is not talking about himalayan blunders, but the 



little mistakes that go unnoticed in our normal lives. He is right, but failed to articulate what that little mistake would cost us at the end of the day. The exaggeration of 9 events I am presenting is to address that. €¬Á¨Å Š�Á³Â§Ã Š�Á™ÁÅ „¥Ãé ©Ê¬Êà ˆ¥Ã ü§ÁÅ�ÁÅœÁÅÏžÍ úÉ¡Áå�Á±ÍœÊ, €žÃ ©ÁÏžÁ ³Â§ÁÅì úÊ¬ÃþÁÏœÁ ¥Á ÂœÂëþÁ ˆ¥Ã ü§ÁÅ�ÁÅœÁÅÏžÍ ‡¨Â …ÿÃÏúÁ�Á¨Ï. Š�Á ³Â§Ã „¥Ãé ©Ê¬Êà ˆ¥Ã ü§ÁÅ�ÁÅœÁÅÏžÍ úÉ¡Êà, however wild that might be, €žÊ ‚Ï�Í ³Â§Ã úÊ¬Êà ˆ¥Ã ü§Á�Á©ÁúÍÖ ¥ÁþÁÏ €¨ÍúÃÏúÁ�Á¨Ï. Š�Á³Â§Ã úÃþÁä œÁ¡Áôå úÊ¬Êà ˆ¥Ã ü§ÁÅ�ÁÅœÁÅÏžÍ, ˆ¥Ã ü§Á�Á©ÁúÍÖ, €žÃ ‡¨ÂÏýÃ ¡Á§Áê©Á³ÂþÃ�Ã žÂ§Ã œÄ¦Á ©ÁúÍÖ- Shankar úÉ¡Áå¨ÊžÁþÊžÊ ‚�ÁÑ™Á point. 4) Rent issue-what is shankar trying to tell here-I got little confused!  5) Preparing adulterated food,knowing fully well that there is a dead lizard in sambar-owner condones that it's OK to serve the food and aparichitudu fries him - I would leave the "what if the food is served?" part of the analysis to your imagination.   6) Nandini's undervalued registration-what if government gets right amounts-what if it's used for good schemes-what if it 's used for the people living in poverty?  7) Train scene-toilets and food-nothing more required,as already incidents are overloaded.  8) Drunkard's daily routine scene shown in the end by Aparichitudu-unnecessary - Shankar sending some wrong signals here - What if he shows a white collar job holder sleeping in office? What if he shows office workers chatting and idling away time instead of carrying out their duties?  9) Flashback-sister's death: A very important scene and should be elaborated for more screen time. A very important personal tragedy.   Everytime any of the above incidents are shown, the point being articulated should be this: 'Here is a little(what we indians think it is)  mistake, see the chaos and trauma it caused, and the result is hindering countries' progress'. Shankar Š�Ê Š�ÁÑ úÍý,�Ê©Á¨Ï Š�ÁÑ úÍý, ¥ÁþÁ žÊªÁÏ ©ÉþÁ�Á ¡Á™Ã „ÏžÃ €þÃ explicit �Â úÉ±Âà™ÁÅ. €žÃ climax ¨Í singapore, japan countries footage úÁÆ¡ÃÏúÃ úÉ±Âà™ÁÅ. But it was too late and too little.   Now let's return to premise once more. premise: ¥ÁþÁÏ,indians úÊ¬ÁÅàþÁä þÃ§Áì¯Áê¡Áô ¡ÁþÁÅ¨ ©Á¨ì žÊªÁ ¡Áë�ÁœÃ �ÁÅÏýÅ ¡Á™ÃÏžÃ,¥ÁþÁ �¨ÍúÁþÂ ¬Á§Á®ÃþÃ œÁ¯Á›¥Ê ¥Á Â§ÁÅÖ�Í©Â¨Ã. ¥ÉÅžÁýÃ part already discuss úÊªÂÏ. 2nd part �Ã ©ÁžÂâÏ.¥ÁþÁ �¨ÍúÁþÂ ¬Á§Á®ÃþÃ œÁ¯Á›¥Ê ¥Á Â§ÁÅÖ�Í©Â¨Ã. It's a 2 way process; a)first try to cajole the bad people b) if step a is oK good. Else employ coercive methods. Ramanujam employs step a, which obviously doesn't work, as the 



problem is deep rooted. Up on failure of step a, Aprichitudu employs step b and goes on a killing spree and advertises the problem to a very good affect. Shankar makes absolutely no mistake here.   One of the complaints read-'Film doesn't look realistic'. The source of the problem is raw and unchiselled content. Let's look at how Shankar uses genre mixing to fit this content and then we will discuss the plot/style and structure later.   b)Genre Mixing:  Indian movies are potpourri of anything you could imagine: drama, comdey, tragedy, action, suspense. Historically films that have good genre mixing did well. Let's see what Shankar did in 'Gentleman" and 'Bharateeyudu'.  'Gentleman' is a perfect blend of drama, supense and mystery. For analysis' sake we are not considering love interest(with Madhu bala & SubhaSri) as a genre here. When some information is known to audience, but unknown to a character, in the story, it's suspense. When information is not known both to audience and character it's mystery-both of them will learn the truth at the same time in the film. A statement on the Education system and it's loopholes comprises drama,rather the subject-reservations in Educational system-is drama.  44 �Íýì žÌÏ�Á ‡©Á§Í ¥ÁþÁ�ÁÅ œÉ¨Å¬ÁÅ �ÂþÄ úÁ§Á›÷ §Âü÷  �ÁÅ œÉ¨Ã¦ÁžÁÅ-€žÃ suspense. €¬Á¨Å 44 �Íýì žÌÏ�ÁœÁþÁÏ ‡ÏžÁÅ�ÁÅ €§ÁÅØþ÷  úÊªÂ™Í úÁ§Áþ÷ §Âü÷  �ÁÅ œÉ¨Ã¦ÁžÁÅ (¥Ã�Ã¨ÃþÁ �ÌþÃä characters �Ã œÉ¨Å¬ÁÅ-€žÃ ©Ê§Ê ©Ã«Á¦ÁÏ) , ¥ÁþÁ�ÁÆ œÉ¨Ã¦ÁžÁÅ-€žÃ mystery. Another 'Gentleman' is due from Shankar.   In '¤Â§ÁœÄ¦ÁÅ™ÁÅ ': Subject(bribery) is drama. We know the man(¬ÊþÂŸÃ¡ÁœÃ) behind the killings, the cop(þÉ™ÁÅ¥ÁÅ™Ã ©Ê›Å) doesn't know-that's suspense. Both venu and we don't know why he is killing till it's revealed very late in the story by a second flashback, when his family is destroyed by a social malady-bribery.   'AparichituDu' is very very promising-it adds one more genre, myth(Garuda puranam). Let's analyze 4 genres in 'aparichituDu'.   Myth: Punishing the evil doers in accordance with the sacred book is amazing and beyond the scope of our so called "good writers/directors". That's why Shankar is shankar.  Drama:The reasons for country's sorry state of affairs provide drama. Shankar partly failed to properly propagate the drama due to the reasons we already discussed in content of the film.  



Suspense:We know who the killer is, but Prakash Raj doesn't. Prakash Raj trying to figure out the killer and his persuit-forms supense.A complete failure here, we will talk about it later in plot discussion.  Mystery:There are 2 parts to mystery in the film. First: Who are Ramanujam, Aparichitudu and Remo: Are they one and the same or different? We don't know,  neither does sadaf-forms mystery.Shankar was only partly successful in this genre.We are not talking about how skillfully he explained Split personality disorder, but whether he aroused enough interest in the viewers's minds is the question.  Second part to mystery: Why is RamAnujam like ramanujam? why can't he be like a typical indifferent Indian? Is there a reason for it? Yes there is. Shankar reveals an important info (sister is a victim of electric shock-a direct result of one not performing one's duty out of negligence) in a flashback. Shankar did it just perfect in Gentleman and Bhartiyudu, but fails here. There is an intended pun in the speech his sister gives during independence day about our country.That marred the intensity of the flashback little bit. If not for anything else, it fails because of little screen time Shankar alotted for this very very important, life altering event, traumatic and character shaping childhood experience that Ramanujam undergoes. What if the flashback opens with a song of family - What if the bond between sister and brother is shown in a concrete way - What if together they had some future dreams as great citizens of this country.   c) Setup and pay-off: Gentleman: 44 �Íýì žÌÏ�Á ŸÁ§ÃÏúÊ „Ï�Á§ÁÏ €þÊžÃ setup. „Ï�Á§ÁÏ clue þÃ ‡¨Â úÁ§Á›÷ §Âü÷  ©Â™ÁÅ�ÁÅÏýÂ™ÁÅ €þÊžÃ payoff. First wrong inferences and  then right conclusions. When right conclusions are reached, Arjun escapes from charanraj right in the nick of time.  ¤Â§ÁœÄ¦ÁÅ™ÁÅ: ÿÁÏœÁ�ÁÅ™Ã §ÂœÁ žÄ§ÂÔ¨œÍ, �ÌþÃä ¬ÁÏ©ÁœÁð§Â¨ �ÃëœÁ¥Ê €ÏœÁ§ÃÏúÃ „þÁä, žÁ¬ÁÆà§ÃœÍ „ÏýÅÏžÃ. ÿÁÏœÁ�ÁÅ™ÁÅ �ÌýÊÛ žÉ£ç¨Å ¥Á§Áé�Á®Á�ÁÅ ¬ÁÏ¤ÁÏžÃÏúÃþÁ©Ã. 'žÁ¬ÁÆà§Ã ','¥Á§Áé �Á®Á ' ‚�ÁÑ™Á setups. þÉ™ÁÅ¥ÁÅ™Ã ©Ê›Å ©ÂýÃþÃ ©Â™ÁÅ�ÁÅþÃ ÿÁÏœÁ�ÁÅ™ÃþÃ ¡ÁýÅÛ�Í©Á™ÁÏ payoff. ÿÁÏœÁ�ÁÅ™ÁÅ interval point ¨Í žÌ§Ã�ÃþÁýÊÛ žÌ§Ã�Ã œÁ¡ÃåÏúÁÅ�ÁÅÏýÂ™ÁÅ.  �¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÁÅ: punisher �Á§ÁÅ™Á¡Áô§Â›Ï ¨ÍþÃ ÿÁœÂê ¡ÁŸÁãœÃ ¡Ê§ÁÅþÃ Jumbled word �Â §Â³Âà™ÁÅ. �Ãë¥Ã ¤ÍüþÁÏ œÁ§ÂíœÁ œÁþÁ ±Ì™Á©ÂýÃ ©ÉÏýÅë�Á Š�ÁýÃ úÉýÅÛ�ÁÅ œÁ�ÁÅ¨Å�ÁÅþÃ „ÏýÅÏžÃ. ‚�ÁÑ™Á Jumbled word, œÁ¨ ©ÉÏýÅë�Á €þÊ©Ã setups. What happens then? Prakashraj with Vivek goes to Ramanujam and he happily deciphers the word. Thereby shankar lost a potential payoff value. Information is revealed too early. The scope for further working on 2 important setups is eliminated by Shankar. We will talk more about this in handling subplots later. Shankar did 



not use 2 excellent setups to a desired effect. This is another example where story has good material, but required a jolting to give it a proper shape. I will give a reason(what I think might be) why shankar did deliberately close the setups in subplots section.   d)Plot/style/structure/technique-subplots-�ÁŸÂÏªÁÏ:  Take a look at the picture below. The numbers in the picture are subplots, that drive the story, which are explained below the picture. The size of the arrowed line approximates the beginning, ending and length of the subplot. 
  1) This is the main spine/through line/trunk-which will have a beginning(setup), a middle(conflicts) and an end(resolution) - Shankar is perfect in this. What ramanujam sees and feels is setup. Aparichitudu's killing spree and introduction of mystery is conflict.' All 3 are one and the same' and 'explaining motive behind killings' comprise resolution.  2) For any good film setup needs to be right. There simply can not be any room for error. If you can't makeout what the film is about in the first 20 minutes, it's not worth watching, simply because the director, himself,  doesn't know his stuff. When the director doesn't know, he will take you for a ride. Shankar succeeds extremely well in the scene one itself. Ramanujam's character is used as a witness to & sometimes direct sufferer to the so called "little mistakes". Shankar is successful in 2 ways:Ramanujam's character is established and also the problem of the story is presented very quickly. There is no ambiguity on what the film is going to be about.  3) Sadaf's relation with ramanujam and later remo: The span is very long. This is a very important subplot on 2 fronts. First: in order that you tell a story for 3 hours this subplot has to be used after every other 5 or 7 minutes. Second: it can be used to depart from serious main spine and thereby creating some scope for comic scenes. Shankar succeded extremely well in both parts. For a change, Shankar runs very lighter vein comedy using this subplot (see the way ramanujam writes love letter-there are many). Compare this with comedy in previous films with his regulars-Goundramani and Senthil. However, shankar did confuse little bit here. Sadaf is annoyed by ramanujam? But does that mean she is decided 



to go to someone else like Remo? No clues. Ramanujam is rejected by Sadaf and he suffers, out of which Remo is born. Shankar tried to nail down Ramanujam's suffering (you could see 2 scenes where harris Jayraj excells in background music). However, it did not create the intended effect, simply because we could not empathize his suffering. Why? because any girl can not stand stubbornness and uniqueness of  Ramanujam's proportions.  The source of the problem is creating a third character in the form of Remo. It was just a convenient ploy, so that he could chase her, have a fight with karate master and then reveal his Split personality syndrome. Remo's character helped the film for Vikram to display his histrionics and spellbind the audience. But the point is, Remo's character did kill the story's clarity, conviction and did not look very coherent in the whole schema of narrative. Ideally, Sadaf should hate him first, get separated and then come back to him, after realizing the noble cause behind his behaviour. That will create a character arc for Sadaf. Comic value in this subplot is the main reason for successful first half. Comedy coupled with Aprichitudu intro saw the first half through. Some commented that first half is boring, but it's the second half that lost little steam.  At about 45 minutes in to the film, right after the setup is complete, Shankar introduces 3 subplots viz: AparichituDu subplot, mystery subplot and suspense subplot. We are into a Shankar's film.  4) Introduction of aparichituDu and his killing spree.simply superb. ¬É¨Åê¨Â¦™÷ ¡Ë ‹ €žÁÅèœÁ ÷ÁýÛÏ, €þÃ§ÁíúÁþÄ¦Á¥ËþÁ €þÁÅ¤ÁÆœÃ,©Á§ÁßþÂœÄœÁÏ. ¬ÃþÃ¥Á Â ‡©Á§ËþÂ úÁÆ™Á�Á±ÍœÊ úÁÆ¬Ã ¢Ä¨÷  €©ÁíÏ™Ã. €ÏœÁ�ÁÅ ¥ÃÏúÃ žÂþÃä �ÁÅ§ÃÏúÃ úÉ¡Áå™ÂþÃ�Ã ¥Á Âý¨Å úÂ¨©Áô.  5) Mystery: Immediately we are subjected to a mystery here: who is this guy, all of a sudden, from nowhere? But is enough mystery aroused? I am not a right guy to comment on this, as I read,unfortunately,  the review as a big big Shankar's fan before watching the film and partly because film released a week late in IMC6, Sanjose. For this reason, my comment would be biased and I would leave it to your reasoning. Mystery is further intensified with the introduction of 3rd character, Remo. Finally, this subplot is closed,later in the second half, when Nazar explains split personality syndrome.  6) Suspense: We saw aprichitudu punishing the evil doers. But Prakash Raj and co have no clues and are in a hot persuit for Aparichitudu. This is the subplot in which Shankar blundered. The scope for this subplot is nipped in the bud when 2 setups (Jumbled word, œÁ¨ ©ÉÏýÅë�Á) are wasted. Jumbled word meaning is revealed too early when Vivek with Prakashraj visits Ramanujam at his home. Ramanujam deciphers the jumbled words. 



Prakashraj ©Â®ÁÅò €�ÁÑ™Á þÁÅÏ™Ã ©É®ÁÅœÁÅÏ™Á�Â Š�Á ü¨�Á �ÁþÃ¡Ã¬ÁÅàÏžÃ. €žÃ �ÁÆ™Â Š�Á setup, which had potential to further delay the suspense, but not given any importance by Shankar. œÁ¨ ©ÉÏýÅë�Á is not further probed.   Why is Shankar, a master at suspense, is not making Prakashraj catch the killer or rather why there are not good attempts to decipher the modus operandi of killings - what is Prakashraj doing when aparichitudu is giving speech in the climax - earlier, why is he trying to be in disguise (¥Á Â§ÁÅ ©Ê«ÁÏ)-this plot is least explored and unexploited by Shankar? There is a reason. AparichituDu is nonexistant, rather is another form of Ramanujam. If Shankar makes Prakashraj catch Aparichitudu, he will put Ramanujam in jeopardy, in which case Ramanujam will be projected as the killer, which he is not. Let's ask , then, why did Shankar make Aprichitudu as a split personality? Let's far fetch this question. Why did Shankar introduce a third character Remo? My point is, by introducing split personality concept, he had to sacrifice a very good suspense subplot in the story, and in the process spent some time explaining the split personality concept, there by making the tempo sluggish. Not only that -split personality concept  ˆžÍ ¬ÃþÃ¥Á Â ¡Á§ÁÏ�Â úÁÆªÂ§ÁÅ �ÂþÃ ‡©Á§Ã�Ä þÁ¥Áé ªÁ�ÁêÏ�Â ¨ÊžÁÅ-‚žÃ �ÁÆ™Â ¥ÁþÁÏ ©ÃÏýÅþÁä Š�Á comment. Part of a writer's job is to suspend this kind of disbeliefs-unfortunately, split personality arouses disbelief.   With due respect to shankar's talent, let me take another wild route- Ramanujam and Aparichitudu are brothers (both of whom were deprived of their dearest sister in childhood), Ramanujam is a sufferer of mess he goes through on a daily basis. §ÂœÃë �¢Ä¬ÁÅ þÁÅÏ™Ã ‚ÏýÃ�Ã ©ÁúÃÖþÁ §Â¥Á ÂþÁÅüÏ œÁþÁ �Á´ÂÛ¨þÁÅ ‚ÏýÍì úÉ¡Áå�Â, €¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÁÅ ¡Á§Í¯ÁÏ�Â ©ÃþÃ �Á§ÁÅ™Á ¡Áô§Â›ÂþÃä €¥Á¨Å úÊ³Âà™ÁÅ. ‚žÁâ§ÁÅ úÂ¨Å ³ÍÛ§Ä�Ã, Remo €©Á¬Á§ÁÏ ¨ÊžÁÅ. Subplot 3 ¡Áë�Â§ÁÏ úÁÆ¬ÃþÂ 3rd character €©Á¬Á§ÁÏ ¨ÊžÁÅ, we only need 2 characters to play our content. Now there is a scope to catch Aparichitudu, who is a man in flesh and blood and not some imaginary figure. Let me think very wild and run this subplot like this: ±Ì™Á©ÂýÃ ©ÉÏýÅë�Á žÌ§Á�ÂÓ Prakashraj team ÿÁœÁê úÊ¬ÃÏžÃ ÿÁÏœÁ�ÁÅ§Â¨Å €þÁÅ�ÁÅÏýÂ§ÁÅ-Š�Á �™Â¥ÉþÁÅ ¡ÁýÅÛ�ÁÅþÃ �¥É �ÂžÁþÃ þÃ§Âã§Ã³Âà§ÁÅ-�Â¨ �Áë¥ÁÏ¨Í � ©ÉÏýÅë�Á �™Á ¥ÁþÃ«ÃžÃ �ÂžÁþÃ œÉ¨Å¬ÁÅàÏžÃ-¥Á�Á©Â™ÃžÃ €¦œÊ €ÏœÁ ¡ÉžÁâ üÅýÅÛ ¡ÉÏúÁÅ�ÁÅþÁä ©Â®ÁÅò ‡©Á§ÃþÃ �¨ÍúÃ¬Êà §Â¥Á ÂþÁÅüÏ-§Â¥Á ÂþÁÅüÏ ‚ÏýÃ�Ã ©ÁúÃÖ �ÁÆ¡Ä¨Å ¨Â�Á�Â €œÁ™ÁÅ innocent €þÃ œÉ¨Å¬ÁÅàÏžÃ-They initially think the jumbled word to be gibberish, now prakashraj goes to a word specialist to understand jumbled word, the specialist unjumbles the words-They get the jumbled word plates from previous killing scenes-specialist unjumbles the words,but what is the killer’s intention behind those words is not known-search is on-all words point to �Á§ÁÅ™Á ¡Áô§Â›Ï-so the killer must be versed in ¡Áô§Â›Â¬÷,might be a brahmin, Prakashraj's search continues-Since Ramanujam knows all the killed people(he testifies that in his first interrogation), knows garuda ¡Áô§Â›Ï(prakashraj learns it in an eventful incident), Ramanujam is accused of murders-Now make prakashraj conclude with cock surity that it's his brother and not 



Ramanujam who is behind the killings. Solve the long hair setup by showing that on that killing day, aparichitudu wore his brother's shirt to which clings the long hair. Prakashraj tightens the noose on Aparichitudu and schemes a plan to nab him and Aparichitudu miraculously escapes at the last moment - This is the end of subplot and story joins the main line here.  7) Subplot of Remo's character-If at all he serves any purpose in the film, it's this-To add another character to explain split personality syndrome-to make him chase Sadaf and ends up in a hospital, and his sedation is used to explain split personality. It looks more a conenient ploy than a convincing move. Looks like Shankar was caught up with imaginative split personality idea and build everything around it-It's a futile subplot in short, for the same reason given in 3 and 6 suplots.  8) Resolution: All we need here is a solid lecture by Aparichitudu. Why is this scene short? This climax scene ended very abruptly and what is Prakashraj doing by the way? Why didn't shankar compare a singapore road with chennai road? How would a person never went abroad understands what it’s like in other countries-many of the film goers in Andhra and Tamilnadu belong to this category. This scene could have been properly elevated as it's the statement he wants to make. Instead, he prolongs the scenes that come after the climax-Scenic design is the main source of the occasional boring nature of the film.  e) Recurring visual motif: There are visuals that haunt us after the film is over. €¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÁÅ ¥ÁÅŽÏ ¥ÄžÁ üÅýÅÛ ¡Á™Á™ÁÏ-�¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™ÁÅ �Á®ÁÅò close-up ¨Í sharp�Â úÁÆ™Á™ÁÏ. ÿÁœÁÅ™Ã ¥ÁÅŽÏ¨Í ¤Á¦Á ÂþÃä €¡Á§ÃúÃœÁÅ™Ã üÅýÅÛ¨Í þÁÅÏ™Ã frame úÊ¦Á™ÁÏ. Need I say more? Shankar is Shankar. Displayed amazing visual sense.  f) Cast: Vikram-watch the film just for him, if not for anything else. Some commented replacing Sadaf would have been better. I will hold back from commenting, as I like sadaf.  g) editing-Vijayan: �ÁœÁÏ¨Í ©Ãü¦Áþ÷  ¨ÉþÃþ÷ œÍ �Á¨Ã¬Ã ¡ÁþÃ úÊªÂ™ÁÅ. ©Â¨ÃìžÁâ§Ã ©Ã™Ã±Í©Á™ÂÏ œÁþÁ ©Á§÷Ñ  ¥ÄžÁ ‡¢É�÷Û  „ÏžÍ ¨ÊžÌ œÉ¨Ã¦ÁžÁÅ. žÁÅþÁä±ÍœÁÅ¨œÍ úÁÏ¡ÃÏúÊ ¬Äþ÷ ¨Í ´Âý÷ð  �Âì§ÃýÄ ¨ÊžÁÅ. €¨Â €þÃ visuals £Â�Â ¨Ê©ÁþÃ �ÂžÁÅ. €ÏýÊ ‡™Ãý§÷  ¢É¦¨÷  €¦Á Âê™ÁþÃ. frying in the pan scene is slightly better. žÁÅþÁä±ÍœÁÅ¨ ¬Äþ÷ ¨Í ÿÁ™Â©Ã™Ã œÁ¡Áå Š�Á  propagation, escalation, archestration of action �ÁþÃ¡ÃÏúÁ©Áô. ©Ãü¦Áþ÷ þÃ œÄ¬Ê¬Ã ‚Ï�Ì�Á®ÁòþÃ ¡ÉýÅÛ�ÁÅÏýÊ ƒ scenes ¡ÁÏ™Ê©Â? �ÌÏœÁ©Á§Á�ÁÅ yes. ¥Á§Ã audience �Ã ƒ ©Ã«Á¦ÁÏ  œÉ¨Ã¦ÁžÂ? Yes, they know itÄ -ˆÏýÃ§Â ‚¨Â €§ÁãÏ ¡Á§ÁãÏ ¨Ê�ÁÅÏ™Â „ÏžÄ ¬Äþ÷  €ÏýÂ§ÁÅ.  h) Cinematography: Ravivarman-Manikandan: 



¬ÃþÃ¥Á Â¨Í £Â�Â ‚£çÏžÃ �Á¨Ã�ÃÏúÃþÁ ©Ã«Á¦ÁÏ ‚žÊ. There are 3 types of shots:one-A shot with out any specific meaning;for eg,the ones we take with our family using a point and shoot or digital camera-the only purpose here is to get a picture of the family member. Second shot- is a frame created with a purpose-An example is cinematic imgage, which has 3 attributes to it;the size or compostion, the angle or view point and lighting(color). The third example is aesthetic imgage-it’s basically second kind but has a larger implied meaning and is difficult to cut into pieces to analyze-you can see these kind of shots in Eropean art filmmakers’s works. Since we are talking about second variety here lets’s return to it. Since there are 2 artists here, who shot which footage is not clear. Anyway the main problem with almost all shots of the film is lighting and color. The first impression I had was” Am I watching a 70’ eastman color film where only certain kind of colors are used. In all probability, they did not use right filters. Again,  the other 2 aspects:compostion and angle are perfect from them. What prompted shankar to opt for these two? I don’t know, but he paid price for going for these two. Any of these would have done a first rate job-Santosh Sivan,Rajeev Menon,Anil Mehta, Binod Pradhan,PC Sriram, Madhu Ambat,Chota K Naidu, Sekhar V Joseph,KV Anand, and not to forget Shankar’s regular and one of the greatest, Jeeva. Are the regular movie goers aware of this? I am not sure. I felt it, you might have felt it too.  i) Music+Background score: Harris Jayraj:  Let’s put this straight. For the first time shankar doesn’t have AR Rehman. It proves again that it’s tough to replace Rehman. Rather, Rehman’s absence is felt strongly. What Shankar lost in the process is 3 songs and some background score in parts. It would be incorrect to dismiss Jayraj completely: 2 songs are good. On 2 occasions the background score is excellent.First occasion: Ramanujam is partly rejected and completely rejected by Nandini-Jayraj uses classical vocals combined with drum beats. Second is: When Aprichitudu enters and leaves the killing scene-adapts slightly horror music. Except the 2 songs and some background music, Jayraj’s work is mediocre. His failure is   critical on 2 fronts: first the audio alone which could not really rake up interest before the film released, second when you watch songs, with out the songs being good no director can make them really good on screen. We have a best example here:   Shankar failed in atleat 3 songs,mostly because of Jayraj’s uninspiring music.                              In conclusion, the film is a big big hit already and it would have been still bigger hit had he worked little more on chiselling things out. I hope you agreed on some points while disagreeing on the rest. Please feel free to respond -‘ymadhava2000@rediffmail.com’.    



  


